
GENERAL CLEANING ADVICE



GOOD CLEANING OF AN ODE FLOOR 

ENSURES LONG-LASTING FUNCTIONALITY 

AND APPEARANCE.

1. General cleaning

We advise performing (weekly) cleaning as much as possible with only lukewarm water (without detergent) and a 
clean, damp microfiber flat mop. Before commencing with this, remove loose dirt such as stones and/or sand with 
an oil-free dust wipe, soft broom and/or vacuum cleaner with parquet brush.

Use a clean damp microfiber flat mop to mop the Ode floor. The advantage of a microfiber flat mop is that the 
dirt is removed from the floor. The flat mop also leaves no dirt marks on walls. Clean the microfiber flat mop in a 
washing machine at 60 to 90 degrees without detergent as use of detergent will damage and clog the microfibers. 
Never use oil-impregnated wipes.

Do not walk on the Ode floor while it is still wet.

2. Periodic cleaning

With this cleaning it is advisable to empty all rooms with the aim of avoiding color differences to cleaned and 
uncleaned sections of the floor. Before you start cleaning, remove loose dirt such as stones and/or sand with an oil-
free dust wipe, soft broom and/or vacuum cleaner with parquet brush.
 
The cleaning should be carried out with a strongly alkaline product based on non-soap-containing surfactant or a 
cleaner that does not leave any soap residue on the Ode floor. The PROFI 7 cleaning agent is ideal for this. The 
cleaning agent PROFI 7 can be purchased from HardFloor, see point 3.

STEP 1 STEP 2

If you still want to use detergent, we recommend using a product 
that is not polymeric and contains no soap with a pH value between 
7 and 13. Agents containing soap have a negative effect on a 
resin floor, resulting in a residue layer that feels sticky.



The mixing ratio of the cleaning agent PROFI 7
For cleaning the floor, you can mix 1 cap of the product with 1 liter of water. When cleaning the floor, use a single 
disc machine with a thick red pad.
After cleaning the Ode floor, the dirty water must be vacuumed up with a designated water vacuum cleaner.
The Ode floor must then be moistened again with clean water to dissolve any residue. You can remove this water 
again with the wet vacuum cleaner after a few minutes.
Let the Ode floor dry thoroughly. You can walk on it again after approx. 15 minutes.

3. Cleaning performed by HardFloor floor maintenance

HardFloor is a company that specializes in floor maintenance. HardFloor uses the most modern techniques. 
Experienced floor cleaning specialists have the knowledge of cleaning techniques and materials to properly clean 
and maintain your Ode resin floor. HardFloor is happy to give you the best maintenance advice without obligation. 
This gives you longer benefits from your Ode floor. Proper maintenance always pays for itself in the end.

Contact details     Contact person
HardFloor vloeronderhoud   Franklin Groenewout
Jan ligthartstraat 2, 1321 KK Almere  mobile 06 41 58 55 29
Tel: 036 84 85 753    info@hardfloor.nl

Water vacuum cleanerSingle disc machine with red pad

+

PROFI 7 cleaning agent

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

This maintenance advice is only indicative. Ode aan de Vloer and HardFloor cannot be held responsible for damage caused by maintenance 
and/or incorrect use of the prescribed cleaning agent by third parties.
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